AdvanceD Customer Behavior analysis
against New Account Fraud (NAF)
Banking’s New Threat
Digital transformation is resulting in new account fraud being the biggest concern in modern retail banking. In most
cases, the fraud occurs within the ﬁrst 90 days of the account being created and banks can end up rapidly losing a
great deal of money.
Through the use of another person’s identity or a synthetic one obtained using illegitimate techniques or social
engineering, fraudsters can apply for a new bank account to commit fraud or act as mules for a few days before
disappearing or moving on to open another account with different credentials.

Enhanced holistic vision to address the NAF challenge
buguroo evolves its technology against New Account Fraud by delving deeper into the observation of user behavior
throughout the onboarding process.
Our holistic vision is now even more 360º in order to help banks make better decisions about those customers they do
not yet know and to keep the same frictionless experience. A good onboarding experience that ensures customer
security while attracting them is key for the digital banking of today.

FRAUDSTER BEHAVIOR
NON-HUMAN BEHAVIOR

Known fraudsters actions and
illegitimate patterns

Automations, Bots or Emulators

USER BEHAVIORAL BIOMETRICS
Physical-brain response monitoring of
customer familiarity and fluency of
customer during the onboarding process

SIGN UP

THREAT INTELLIGENCE
Known fraudster devices, reputation
and software anomalies

ABNORMAL ENVIRONMENT
Malware presence and
suspicious context

Enhanced parameters and metrics on a user’s physical-brain behavior when interacting with a bank for the ﬁrst
time, predict in real time whether or not a certain user is intending to commit or participate in fraud.

User physical-brain behavior mapping THROUGHOUT the onboarding process
Thousands of key parameters collected on how users navigate the portal and ﬁll out the new account form, provide
information on whether or not a user has abnormal fluidity or familiarity that may give rise to suspicions that they are
not behaving like a genuine customer.
Individual, continuous proﬁling that evaluates user behavior through physical-brain response from different
observation focal points:

Fluency pattern: Interface navigation
mode within the bank application.
Context knowledge latency: Onboarding
application form familiarity level.
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Brain response: Short-term and
long-term memory response monitoring
of Personal Information data
provisioning.
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Customer type patterns comparison:
New user behavior patterns compared
with other applicants in the bank.
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A non-intrusive solution that approves new legitimate customers pass and blocks fraudsters in real time.

key benefits OF NAF protection

Less direct Fraud Lossess
When scammers manage to
open up new accounts and
drain their overdraft/credit
facilities, the banks are left
on the hook for hundreds or
even thousands of dollars in
liabilities per account.

Better business
conversion

If fraud checks are too
stringent, legitimate
customers may decide to
drop out of the onboarding
process. This may lose a
bank even more in potential
earnings per customer than
even fraudsters could steal.

Guaranteed Brand
reputation

There may even be a
knock-on effect with
business if the bank garners
a persistently negative
reputation regarding fraud
and account security.
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Optimized Operations

Poor anti-fraud tools could
mean that many
onboarding sessions may
be sent for manual review
adding extra expense for
the bank as it ties up
in-house fraud teams.
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